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RAIL PRICING: 

 

PREMIUMS OVER MARKET PRICING 

After several years of focusing on finished lamb contracts for the spring and summer, the North American 

Lamb Company (NALC) is adding another strong option for producers on the feeder lamb side. (Another recent 

One-pager outlines NALC’s current Procurement Strategy for 2020 and beyond.)  NALC’s Farm Direct Feeder 

Lamb Program will offer producers a strong marketing option instead of uncertain auction or cash pricing that 

trends downward sharply into summer and fall markets.  

  

This program intends to offer producers incentives for attributes that benefit downstream feeding and 

processing. For the finishing operation, producers who send lambs that arrive pre-conditioned to grain or pellet 

rations and have undergone similar vaccination protocols to NALC specifications will be offered incentives. 

Those with tighter weighing, sexing and sorting capabilities will have incentives.  Producers who can slow 

growth and background lambs for delivery to finishing in December through February will be rewarded.  

 

Logistical savings will also provide opportunities for incentives. Currently there are inefficiencies in the lamb 

buying system. An example, for producers selling at auctions there is the costs of shrink, transport and 

commission fees with no price guarantees.  Buyers attending auctions often travel long distances and commit 

to trucking without knowing what will be bought. Producers and buyers transacting significant numbers of 

lambs are essentially subsidizing both sides of this inefficiency. NALC views it will be far more efficient to plan 

out trucking routes to pick up direct from farms and deliver to the finishing operation, optimizing pen capacities. 

Trucking costs will be reduced, and lambs will arrive under less stress and better positioned to perform.  

 

A key piece of this program is information flow for continual improvement. NALC anticipates sharing feed 

efficiency information, animal health and mortality metrics to the farm of origin. Once harvested, carcass 

attributes could also be provided back to breeding operations. This level of information flow would accelerate 

improvement in the supply chain garnering efficiencies beyond economic benefit. After the first season NALC 

will be able to reflect downstream benefits in the individual pricing it can offer good performing operations. 

 

FORWARD PRICING MAY BRING CHALLENGE 

The most complex component of this program is forward pricing. 

Market pricing on significant volumes of lambs can be easily 

established in Canada, derived from weekly or monthly Ontario 

auction reports. A tricky part NALC sees is being able to negotiate 

September or October pricing during the annual market euphoria 

late spring. Pricing windows or other contract mechanisms are 

being envisioned to help assist in tempering expectations with 

creating an ability for the producer to capture more upside, should 

pricing unseasonably stay high in the fall. 

 

Success for NALC, and our producers, is a program that over time 

will replace the 10,000-20,000 external feeder lambs currently purchased through auctions, and spot 

purchased private arrangements. Contracted farm direct procurement will allow NALC to plan meat marketing 

months ahead. This program offers producers incentives through collaboration and preventing wasteful costs - 

securing favorable returns while protecting themselves during high market volatility. 

 

FOR MORE DETAIL OR QUESTIONS PLEASE TALK TO OUR PROCUREMENT TEAM 

FARM DIRECT FEEDER LAMB PROGRAM 

March 2020 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW: 

✓ Forward priced feeder lamb 

contracts 

Farm direct procurement could offer 

premiums for: 

✓ Vaccination protocols 

✓ Pre-conditioning for grain finishing 

✓ Sorting and logistics coordination 

✓ Stretching lambs for later delivery 

✓ Performance at finishing and 

carcass quality 

 


